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CQC purpose and role

Our purpose
We make sure health and social care 
services provide people with safe, 
effective, compassionate, high-quality 
care and we encourage care services 
to improve

Our role
We monitor, inspect and regulate 
services to make sure they meet 
fundamental standards of quality and 
safety and we publish what we find, 
including performance ratings to help 
people choose care
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Care and welfare of service users
Assessing and monitoring the quality 
of service provision 
Safeguarding service users from 
abuse 
Cleanliness and infection control 
Management of medicines 
Meeting nutritional needs 
Safety and suitability of premises 
Safety and suitability of equipment 
Respecting and involving service 
users 
Consent to care and treatment 
Complaints 
Records 
Requirements relating to workers
Staffing 
Supporting workers 
Cooperating with other providers  
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Person-centred care
Dignity and respect
Need for consent
Safe care and treatment
Safeguarding service users from 
abuse
Meeting nutritional needs
Cleanliness, safety and suitability 
of premises and equipment
Receiving and acting on complaints
Good governance
Staffing
Fit and proper persons employed 
and 
Fit and proper persons requirement 
for directors
Duty of candour

Fundamental standards
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Special measures

Purpose
Ensure failing services improve or close

Actions for providers
Use time available to improve service

CQC
Services rated as inadequate will go into 
special measures
Time limited period to improve
Improvements made – out of special 
measures
No improvement – move to cancel registration
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Scores on the doors

Purpose
Public able to see rating of service quickly and 
easily

Actions for providers
Display ratings in service and website

CQC
Will provide template
Inspection – check that rating is displayed
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What will market oversight do?
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Purpose
Protect people in vulnerable circumstances by 
spotting if a provider may fail – and make sure right 
action is taken

CQC will: 
Monitor finances of ‘difficult to replace’ providers –
40-50
Provide early warning to local authorities
Assist with system response if failure occurs

It will not:
Either ‘bail out’ struggling providers, or pre-empt 
failure through inappropriate disclosure of 
information



A challenging environment
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Despite challenging circumstances, the majority of services 
have been rated as good, with some rated outstanding



There is significant variation in quality - and 
safety continues to be the biggest concern
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Safety



Strong leadership is emerging as more crucial than 
ever to delivering good care
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Leadership

Effective planning

Focus on delivering for 
people

Culture of openness and 
staff engagement 

Willingness to 
collaborate with partners



Common themes from ‘well-led’:
Outstanding

10CQC Published reports – sampled for data on well‐led.  Sample size 177, 50 services with outstanding ratings  (all outstanding ratings for well‐led when the sample was extracted) for and 127 for 
services with inadequate ratings for well‐led. 

Effective monitoring, quality assurance and audit
Open culture - people can share views and issues are 
addressed
Services have a consistent registered manager 
supportive of staff
People speak highly                                                     
of the service



Common themes from ‘well-led’:
Outstanding
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“This place is brilliant, 
management care so much, 
as do the staff, everybody 
knows their role and the 

atmosphere is amazing.”, “I’m 
made to feel important, I’m 
constantly encouraged to 

always better myself.”

CQC Published reports – sampled for data on well‐led.  Sample size 177, 50 services with outstanding ratings  (all outstanding ratings for well‐led when the sample was extracted) for and 127 for 
services with inadequate ratings for well‐led. 

Effective systems to manage and develop staff
Safe care promoted – good oversight                             
of care and staff communication
A can do, will do, attitude
Effective partnership working
Continuous development of the            
service/manager/staff with best                             
practice followed
Service/staff recognised through awards
Strong links with local community



Common themes from ‘well-led’:
Inadequate

12CQC Published. 

People speak of management churn and change
Poor care planning = lack of personalised care
Closed culture - people cannot raise issues or views are 
not listened to or acted upon
Registered manager unable to lead and support staff 
well, or not in post
Poor care oversight 
with care plans not 
up to date, reviewed 
or followed



Common themes from ‘well-led’:
Inadequate

13CQC Published reports – sampled for data on well‐led.  Sample size 177, 50 services with outstanding ratings  (all outstanding ratings for well‐led when the sample was extracted) for and 127 for 
services with inadequate ratings for well‐led. 

Ineffective systems to identify and manage risks and 
learn from mistakes
Lack of supervision and training opportunities to 
develop staff  skills
Poor working relationship between the manager and 
the provider
Under developed partnership working and community 
links
Unawareness of best practice
Notifications to CQC not made



Current overall ratings by service 
type

14Source: Ratings data extracted 26/11/2015

Note: Figures in charts are percentages



Current overall ratings by size of 
care home

15Source: Ratings data extracted 26/11/2015



The national picture – end January

Rating Outstanding Good Requires
Improvement

Inadequate

Number 67 7,052 3,413 346
Percentage 1% 65% 31% 3%
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Central West ratings

LA O Good RI Inadequate
Birmingham 57% 40% 3%
Dudley 52% 48%
Hereford 87% 13%
Sandwell 65% 33% 2%
Shropshire 2% 68% 28% 2%
Telford & Wrekin 67% 33%
Walsall 47% 53%
Wolverhampton 50% 40% 5%
Worcestershire 78% 22%
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Outstanding care at home
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‘Staff were given the opportunity to build meaningful 
relationships with people and ample time to meet people’s 
needs and provide companionship’
‘People felt care workers 
treated them with kindness 
and respect’
‘The registered manager 
delivered dementia training 
to the public – including 
bank and shop staff – to 
help them understand how 
to help people with 
dementia’ 

Home Instead Senior Care, 
West Lancashire and Chorley 



An outstanding care home

‘Relatives and friends visiting the home told us 
they only had positive experiences and praise for 
this service’

‘Staff told us that 
they would not 
like to work 
anywhere else’ 

Vida Hall, 
Harrogate
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Another outstanding care home

"We didn't think we were outstanding. And perhaps 
that's why we were – I think it's because we see 
every single person as an individual. It is our 
privilege to support them to live the last years of 

their life with as 
much happiness, 
love and security as 
we can give them."

Suzanne, Prince of Wales 
House, Ipswich
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Shaping the future: Building on 
strong foundations 2016 – 2021 

Making our model more 
efficient and effective

Looking at the quality of 
care for populations and 
places

Assessing how providers 
use resources



Sector developments

Fragility of the market may lead to quality 
and capacity responses

• Potential speed of decline in quality of 
services

• Exits and changes

New models of care, outside of hospital

• Pace of change and engagement of 
ASC uncertain
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Challenging environment will continue for ASC
• Finance: next two years critical
• Recruitment: nurses, registered managers

Pressure to reduce red tape & burden
• Much closer working with local commissioners required
• Greater scrutiny from providers on our costs and benefit



• Focusing on quality

• Providing better information

• Encouraging innovation 

• Becoming a more efficient regulator

• Working with partners to encourage improvement

Our new strategy for 2016-2021 will 
help us to achieve these goals
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The future for CQC



Implementing our vision
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We will build on our existing 
regulatory approach and co-
produce changes with our 
partners

We will plan and deliver our 
work more effectively and 

efficiently so our expenditure 
matches our future budget

We will support our staff and 
develop the right processes, 
capabilities and behaviours 
to deliver our core purpose

We will continuously monitor 
our impact to offer good value 

for money
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www.cqc.org.uk
enquiries@cqc.org.uk
@CareQualityComm
Rob Assal-Marsden
Head of Inspection

Thank you


